Revolutionary change – George Soros
–Restoring History–
A revolution must be clandestine...Calling for change...but they never explain. You have
communist teachers in California calling for revolution. Here’s the problem with radicals,
when they say "revolution”, they mean revolution.
Hello America and welcome to the Glenn Beck program. Tonight, we are going to focus
on the history of revolutions. What are the warning signs that a revolution is about to
occur, is there any warning sign that we should be looking for? We’ll talk about the
influence of radical revolutionaries that have an impact on our current administration
and how our kids today are taught to revere such revolutionaries such as Che
(Guavera), or Mao (Tse Tung), over ones like Samuel Adams or George Washington.
We begin tonight with the world’s Revolutionary in Chief, George Soros.
New commentary now from „Shadow Party”, co-author Richard Poe. Soros has been
involved for years in covert regime change operations The first one we know about was
the Solidarity movement in Poland, and with the Velvet Revolution in Csechoslavakia in
1989. There he was overthrowing communist regimes, which was good, but then he just
started overthrowing all kinds of regimes.
He would get involved with his „Open Society Institutes”. He would put into these
countries and then those "Open Society Institutes would become sectors for covert
activity. He’s admitted to all of this, he’s bragged about this in many cases. He
overthrew this government, he overthrew that government. "The first part was this
subversive activity, disrupting repressive regimes. That was a lot of fun”, he said.
He stirs up...the phrase he uses is he mobilizes civil society, and the way he does it is
he waits for an election. He has all of these activists - in Yugoslavia he had 70,000
activists take to the streets from this group (inaudible). This ..group even had armed
units blocking roads, units that are armed with military weapons, shoulder launch antitank weapons, etc. I think they set fire to a government building, It was quite violent.
Now, what Soros has begun to do, and he said it himself on many occasions, "What I
have done in other countries in terms of overturning bad governments, I am going to do
in this country", he announced. I really became engaged in domestic politics in 2004
because I felt that the single most important thing I could do to make the world a better
place is to help get president Bush out of the White House.
Country after country after country, we found that there are 5 steps to him gaining
control. He does it over and over again. So let’s see what the steps are and let’s see if
he has done any of them here.

1. Form a shadow government using humanitarian aid as cover. This is what he just
said, "It’s kinda funny – fun, the first step he said is, subversive activities.
2. Control the airwaves, fund existing radio and tv outlets and take control over them or
start your own outlets. Remember, take control of existing, or start your own.
3. Destabilize the state, weaken the government, and build an anti-government feeling
in the country. You exploit an economic crisis, or take advantage of an existing one.
Pressure from the top, and the bottom, this will allow you to weaken the government,
and build anti-government sentiment.
4. You provoke an election crisis, you wait for an election, and during the election you
cry voter fraud.
5. Take power, You stage massive demonstrations, civil disobedience, sit-ins, general
strikes, you encourage activism, you encourage voter fraud, tell voters what to do,
through your radio and television stations.
Well, let’s start at the beginning, shall we? Do any of those sound familiar? This is the
way George Soros takes the country down every time, every time. Again, he’d done it,
how many times Joe, 4 or 5? We’ll be number 5 (Well, Hungary and Europe are also in
the crosshairs). So let’s go back here, the 5 steps of control.
The first one is form a shadow government using humanitarian aid as a cover. Now is
he doing this? Well, let me start here with the central George Soros operation, which is
OSI (Open Society Institute) It sounds warm and fuzzy. Through the OSI he donates
almost half a billion dollars annually to charity causes all around the globe. That’s
fantastic, I love people who give a lot of money to charity. Now, when you look at a
charity- this is what I started to try to do when I started to become responsible with my
money, you look at people as an investment. Who ..What’s the best way to invest in
people? But you need, if you’re going to give away a half a billion dollars every single
year, you’d better have someone who really knows how to manage it, and you’d better
have someone who has a big, big heart.
Who is the person you have to head up your charitable arm, Mr. Soros? Well, he found,
um, he just ...the founder of SDS (Students for Democratic Society –
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Students_for_a_Democratic_Society), the radical student
group from the 1960’s. You remember, you remember the „Days of Rage” riots
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Days_of_Rage ). Yea, and the spinoff group, „The Weather
Underground” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Weather_Underground). Just the guy
who started this stuff, that’s who heads the charitable arm. It’s almost like, subversive
activities are kinda fun to Mr. Soros – under the cover of humanitarian aid.

Step #2 is to control the airwaves. Has George Soros done this at all? Well, Open
Society, it’s very innocent here – pure as a driven snow. Recently, he donated 1.8
million dollars so that NPR (National Public Radio). 1.8 million dollars so that they could
hire a hundred journalists. Then Soros wrote a 100 million dollar check to Media Matters
to go along with- I’m sorry, 1 million dollars to go along with NPR, which was great.
They’re stated goal by the way, what got him to write that was they were going to get
me off the air, and then destroy FOX (News).
Step #3Destabilize the state and weaken the government, and build an anti-government
sentiment. So, is he doing this? Well, again, we go back to his organization, his
humanitarian organization, heavily funds the „Tides Foundation”, 4.2 million dollars,
they’re the ones that funded the anti-capitalist story "Story of Stuff” indoctrination video.
That we have told you that helps kids resent the government that supports a free market
system. Tides itself takes some of its money and sends it to places like the Apollo
Alliance (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_Alliance), the home of Van Jones (a selfdeclared communist that in March 2009 Jones was appointed by President Barack
Obama to the newly created position of Special Advisor for Green Jobs [the "Green
Energy" scam was devised by Marxist ideologue, and we can talk about that later]).
They’re the ones who also crafted the stimulus bill, you know, for the „little guy” (spread
the
wealth
from
the
"wealthy”
to
the
poor).
Like
Andy
Stern
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Stern - Union workers often earn much higher
salaries than their counterparts, raising their standards of living while putting an
unnecessary load on the market, and that load tends to increase as time passes
through governmental subsidies. Unions often fuel political agendas which return
favors.). I think we know how everyone feels about the stimulus bill.
Also, OSI decides they’re going to fund the Center for American Progress, that’s a
"progressive” think tank (the Clintons, Carter, Obama call themselves "progressives”.
They want to progress past the US Constitution for many reasons that involve a large
expansion of entitlement programs and dependency on the government. They declare
the US constitution as being inadequate. I have an equation. Every progressive wants
to be a socialist. Socialism, as defined by the likes of Lenin, Stalin, Marx, Engels, Hitler,
and Castro admit that socialism is the cornerstone of communism - Evanescence: "You
Americans are so gullible. No, you won’t accept Communism outright but we’ll keep
feeding you small doses of socialism until you’ll finally wake up and find you already
have Communism. We won’t have to fight you. We’ll so weaken your economy until
you’ll fall like overripe fruit into our hands. We are convinced that sooner or later
Capitalism will perish, just as Feudalism perished earlier.......All the world will come to
Communism. History does not ask whether you want it or not." ~Nikita Khruschev,
U.S.S.R. United Soviet Socialist Republics, Interview Osaka, Japan, June 18, 1957. " –

Thus, we can conclude that socialism is communism in a voting system. Therefore, I
have deducted that progressivism is communism in progress.)
Big government ideas, and who get many of their ideas from another group OSI funds
the IPS. You know what they’ve come out with? They’ve just come out with first
president Obama needs to bypass congress and issue more „executive orders” now
that the election is over. And they’ve come out now with this exciting new report that
says, „outside pressure, inside strategy” (which is what Van Jones, the communist, told
an audience about how to topple a government). Wow, that sounds familiar. Inside
strategy, outside pressure. It’s almost like bottom up, top down. What am I remembering
here? Oh yea, I remember, Czechoslovakia. Top to bottom bottom to top, inside out.
Step 4 is provoke an election crisis. Well, of course, they haven’t done anything like
that, have they? (ACORN has a long history, but briefly, Obama was an attorney for
them. They became well known to the majority of Americans when they were accused
of voter fraud and scandals throughout the United States to try to win Obama the
election, including registering Mickey Mouse, bribing homeless people to vote for
cigarettes, and the list is long – very long. I have a video on this page showing them
how to receive a government grant for starting a brothel with underaged illegal
immigrants). You know where you lose confidence in the vote. No, no, no, of course not.
You’ll have OSI funding ACORN. This is a group that is willing to sell human sex slave
trafficers, and give them a tax break.
Soros also created this – SOS, the Secretary of State Project. This is a group that is
specifically designed to groom Secretary of States around the nation because they’re
the ones who have to certify election results. How do you think what’s his name, from
Minnesota ("Al" Franken stole votes from Republican Norm Coleman. Originally
Coleman won, but through voter recounts and corruption, the Democrat won.) They’re
the ones that call the shots.
And Soros has pumped millions of dollars into voter related groups. Some of them
legitimate, some get caught doing illegal things, some are a little shady. I like this one
myself One America Votes. They get money from the TIDES. Remember, Soros funds
that group. They sent illegal immigrants door to door in Washington State just before
this last election to tell people that they were illegal, but you should get out and vote.
There’s George Soros for you.
And then step #5. Take power. This one is kinda hand in hand with staged
demonstrations. This one’s about to come. We’ve already seen the beginnings of it. The
One Nation Rally. We saw this, this is the labor union rally in DC in response to 8/28
(Beck held a Martin Luther King rally, and there was another rally against it, against

capitalism, against America), funded by the TIDES Foundation, a.k.a. the George Soros
group.
This man is playing God, he thinks he’s God. God created the earth in 6 days and then
rested on the 7th. Well, George Soros has created all of these things. And believe me,
it’s not just... in fact here, do you have this?
**
Yea, come here Aron. Stand over here. Lovely and talented Aron. These are the OSI,
these are the things that he has donated to. I just want to show you because we don’t
have a lot of time. Show I just wanted to show you the list, this is a list of the
organizations that are involved, you know, in these 5 steps. And, we wrote it out for you,
but I just wanted to show you that it’s not like you’re over powered or anything like this,
umm, there’s more, this is less than half of them. But other than that, there’s nothing to
see here. Just move on with your lives, nothing to see here folks.
1209
They were a pair of Columbia University professors, a married couple who developed a
revolutionary technique in the 1960s to force political change that is still being used in
this country today in a massive way. Their mission – flood the system with impossible
demands so the system will collapse and a new one can form. Stanley Kurtz writes a
great deal about Richard Kloward, and Franscis Fox Piven in his new book „Radical-inChief” and explains their influence on our country and our president. Around 1966
Richard and Franscis met with a civil rights activist name George Riley, and created the
National Welfare Rights Organization. Their idea was to flood welfare offices with so
many recipients, asking for payments, that they would effectively break the back of state
and local welfare systems. They wanted to have as many riotous, and even protests as
they possibly could to scare politicians into thinking "Man, we’ve gotta do something to
placate these people.
In fact, Raphey, who went on to head ACORN was an organizer who worked for the
National Welfare Rights Organization, and he was involved in some of their most violent
protests. Kloward and Piven actually created thier strategy based on a very careful
study that they did of the American Communist Party organizing tactics and strategies in
the 1930s. Communist organizers were trying to spark a revolution. That revolution
failed, but in the mind of Kloward and Pivon, what succeeded was that these violent
tactics scared American public officials into increasing their welfare payments.
Now how did all of this influence Barack Obama? When Barack Obama lived in New
York City between about 1983 and 1985 he attended a series of Socialist scholars
conferences, and those conferences are where Barack Obama first learned about

community organizing. Those conferences changed Barack Obama’s life. They made
him embrace this whole career and they taught him all of thes socialist strategies. We
know that Obama attended a Socialist Scholars conference at the Cooper Union in New
York in 1983. That conference was addressed by Franscis in its opening lettering. ...so
Obama had many opportunities to learn about them, their theories. On one hand, we
know that Obama has immensely increased the American welfare state, immensely
increased American entitlements through of course the healthcare legislation. Now, I
don’t believe that Obama is aiming to increase an economic and financial crisis right
now (I do). Obama doesn’t want to increase an economic crisis on his own watch
because he would be held responsible. He would be politically punished. But I do think
that Obama is flirting with a fiscal crisis in order to stampede the country toward a larger
welfare state in order to expand taxation, perhaps through a VAT, as we see in Europe,
he’s walking a fine line.
Next, the „Weather Underground”. Revolution. The Weather Underground, The
Weatherman. Now that’s a group that really did believe in violent revolution. Let’s
explode some bombs. Let’s attack some capitalists. They exploded some bombs and
Americans did not ralley to them. They failed miserably to create and spark a revolution
in the United States. That was Stanley Kurtz, author of "Radical in Chief” (The
president’s official title is "Commander in Chief”). More insightful commentary coming
from him a little later in this hour. But now to the 1960’s radicals who became 1970’s
terrorists. Today, believe it or not, they’re helping run our country. The Weather
Underground bombed NYC headquarters in 1970, US Capital in 1971, the Pentagon in
’72, police cars in 1973, and in 1974 the Weather Underground wrote about what
needed to be done, quote "We have an urgent responsibility to destroy imperialism from
within in order to help free the world and ourselves from its grasp. Without
underestimating the difficulties this is our position of strength we will use all weapons
available to us”. Watch what they have suggested radical revolutionaries would do in
1969. They said it usually takes 2 steps. Their goal was to "kill the capitalist system and
install world socialism”.
The first thing in their words was a dictatorship. Of a new democracy. This is a key
word. It was a compromise between the poor and the working classes in America. Then
out of this new democracy would develop socialism. The steps:
1. A united front against imperialism and for a new democracy...
2. developing out of the new democratic stage, "socialism.”
But the Weather Underground wanted a quick, one step move. That plan turned out to
be too radical to be successful and that’s when they went into the bombings. They
decided that it might be better here (he points to the chalk board), to move into a more

acceptable slow and soft revolution. The man in the administration initially putting in the
charge of the economic revolution towards a green economy was Van Jones (a devout
communist).
He said almost this. Well, you tell me. Van Jones described the 2 steps, but he used
more friendly terms: minimum goals and maximum goals. And here’s what he said. "I
think that this green movement has to pursue those same steps and stages. Right now,
we’re saying we want to move from suicidal gray capitalism to some kind of ecocapitalism where, you know, at least we’re not, you know, fast-tracking the destruction
of the whole planet. Will that be enough? No, it won’t be enough. We want to go beyond
the system of exploitation and oppression altogether, but that’s the process”. (On video)
"We’ gonna change the whole system. We’ gonna change the whole thing. We’ not
gonna put a new battery in a broken system. Got it? The system of oppression. That’s
what this is all about, that’s what they call capitalism: imperialism and oppression.”
So who were some of the members of the Weather Underground? And where are they
now? They’re writing our bills, they’re teaching out children, and no one seems to care.
Isn’t that fantastic. The NY chair of the Apollo Alliance, the people who designed the
stimulus package, and you thought it was your representatives. His name is Jeff Jones.
There’s a pict.. oh well, we couldn’t actually get a picture of him, we got his finger prints
and his mug shot there (he was jailed as a conscientious objector against the war, but
not against uprisings in the streets) ..before deciding who to give your tax dollars to,
Jones cofounded the Weather Underground. He now has his own consulting firm to help
progressives achieve their goals. He’s now on the board for Movement of a Democratic
Society that works closely with SDS (Students for Democratic Society) ..now possibly in
your child’s highschool. Bill Ayers served on the board with president Obama ..they
were neighbors, and Obama attended a campaign event at this man’s house. He’s now
a respected and influential member of society and his lovely and talented wife,
Bernadine Dorn..she’s now an associate professor of law at NW University of Law, and
was director of Children and Family Justice Center. She’s teaching kids. Isn’t that great?
Have you ever wondered why they always go after the youth? How do they do it? Well,
manifesto. 1969, Weather Underground. In general, young people have less stake in
society. They have no family, fewer debts, etc. They are more open to new ideas. They
haven’t been brain washed for so long, and are therefore more able and willing to move
in a revolutionary direction. That’s why nobody is talking about getting the older vote.
You gotta get the young vote. Now, are they doing this? Are they targeting, and are they
pitting the youth against the older generation?
Let me give you this audio, sent in from a listener. Inaugeration Day, Al Gore (Clinton’s
vice president) in front of teenaged students in a closed room, no adults, just students,
this is what he said. "There are some things about our world that you know, that older

people don’t know.” What is that, Al? What are those things? So the kids that are the
most vulnerable to these ideas, they’re now being taught by out leaders. They’re being
taught in school. Look at this.
Here’s Soros money, the TIDES Foundation teaching our kids This is a field trip,
students going to a revolutionary memorial. Here is a teacher saying, "Take the country
on.” It’s a revolution, and here is SDS, their website. It’s still in operation, it’s still going
after our kids. The amazing thing is we have stood silently on the side-lines as they
directly target our children. Back to the Weatherground Manifesto, here it is: "We will
only reach the high school kids who are in motion by being in the schoolyards, hangouts
and on the streets on an everyday basis. "Why do you think that this guy is a professor,
that writes school books, this is indoctrination in the purest sense. They have to get you
while you’re young, or you’ll reject this nonsense because you’ll know better.
What’s your name? Heather Booth. Heather, are you with ACORN? I’m for building a
better society and a better world. She looks and sounds like a nice woman, right? So
what does it matter that she and others did in the 1960’s? The next segment is gonna
help you connect the dots, and it’ll all start to come together. We’ve been telling you on
this program for a long time, that 1960’s revolutionaries are running the country today
with Obama inside, and outside the administration. They’re all cleaned up now so they
don’t look like revolutionaries in the ’60s, but their mission certainly hasn’t changed. And
now they know all the right people in Washington to help execute those plans. 24:17
If you look at the Obama administration, the people Obama has appointed are generally
not these radical community organizers. Of course, there are exceptions. We all know
about Van Jones (a selfdeclared communist). There are some very important socialist
leaning radicals that Obama has brought directly into his administration, but for the most
part, Obama has decided to work with the socialist community organizers who
sponsored his political career by keeping them just on the outside of his administration.
In fact, Obama’s community organizing mentors had a name for this. They called it
’Inside, Outside’ strategy. The idea is that you get these hardball (Solinsky-ite – a left
radical) and stealthy socialist organizers attacking, confronting, businesses, and
senators, and congressmen, and state representatives storming their offices, but then
you put inside the state legislature, inside the US congress, you put someone who
coordinates with those community organizers, but who doesn’t use their hardball tactics,
someone who advertizes himself as willing to listen to all points of view, someone who
is the "nice guy”. So, really, Barack Obama can be called the ultimate Olinsky-ite
(Solinsky) good cop. He’s the good cop who cooperates and coordinates with those bad
cops.

The Midwestern Academy was founded and run by veterans of the SDS. The organizers
of the acadamy funded Obama, they trained Obama, and most important of all, they
sponsored Obama’s career. They are still to this day running the ground game of this
administration. They are still working together to support healthcare legislation, to
support the president’s budget, to support financial reform. Heather Boothe, the founder
of the Midwest Academy is head of Americans for Financial Reform, the key lobbyist
organization backing the reform bill. Heather Boothe of the Midwest Academy. Didn’t
hear husband help found SDS? We actually caught up with her outside the ACORN
anniversary party, way back in 2009. Griffin Jenkins went on assignment for us, and
asked the former 1960’s radical what she thought about the group who’s aim is to
collapse America.
"What’s your name”?
"Heather Boothe”.
"Heather, are you with Acorn?”
"Hum, I’m for building a better society, and a better world, and the folks in that room are
part to help build a better world.”
"Does it concern you at all that the folks in there are under investigation for voter fraud
issues?”
"No, there are all sorts of charges. I’m familiar with their work, and uh I think that they
are ...I’m please about the work that they are doing.”
Oh, of course ACORN is just wonderful (a young person pretending to be a prostitute
goes into ACORN, wants tax money to house under aged women – a brothel, and is
helped by ACORN - http://youtu.be/pdQYgtH2lpE). Who else thought so? Senators, and
Congresswomen, like Maxine Waters, who now face ethics charges in the house. ...(the
reporter is trying to get people to talk to him, but it’s not easy).. "Why do you support
ACORN and how do you feel about them being under investigation?”
"...Well, I am so pleased to be honored by ACORN. They represent poor people. Would
you be willing to call on ACORN just to open their books, air it out, let’s see..”
”No”
".. See everything so we could put this behind us?”
"No, I would not. As a matter of fact, you said that it is already in the criminal justice
system, and they’re being investigated. Let the investigation go forward as it should. It’s
not my business to interject myself in it.”

...One of the radicals you’ve saw in that last clip was John Pedesta. He’s the one
ACORN gave an award to. He’s the head of The Center for American Progress”. Now
what kind of influence would the center for American Progress have, especially when it
was full of revolutionaries, like Van Jones? 29.10 Does he have any affect on the
president?
It has been well documented that the policies for The Center of American Progress
policies are for the White House. This is the George Soros organization from healthcare
to the stimulus to the financial regulations – all comes from here first. You can trace the
Obama agenda and all the people in the White House right directly back to The Center
for American Progress. It’s where Van Jones is. It’s where Van Jones came from. So,
what are they working on next? Well, education. Securing our youth’s future. Here it is:
education reform. The Center for American Progress has published a new report on
recommendations of what we should cut in our Federal Education Programs. The report
has outlined some interesting cuts to our programs. And here’s what they believe needs
to go according to the CFAP. They write, "The Department of Education supports
numerous, mostly small grant programs that serve niche purposes. Many of these
programs should be eliminated, including "Acadamies for American History and Civics.
History is a niche program”.
Who needs it? We’re global now. The „We the People” program on the constitution and
the Bill of Rights – why would you want to instruct anybody? Civic educaation on the
constitution or Bill of Rights – who needs it? Well, some of these programs they say are
good. Here’s an explainer eliminating the "We the People” program which teaches
students about our constitution. "The program has had a positive evaluation. Yet the
center for civic education’s curricula and materials serve just a small number of
students, so don’t expand it”. The Obama administration proses elemination of the
program ("We the People” on the chopping block) in 2010 budget because it is too small
to have an impact on history and civics achievement nationally”. So they got rid of that.
But I want you to know that The Education Association – the teacher’s unions. They do
recommend some excellent reading that you can substitute. Recommended reading:
Saul Alinsky, The American Organizer – NEA, great public school for great students. A
resource for every organizer and anyone contemplating action in their community, it
says of the NEA (National Education Association). Number 1. Reveille for Radicals, 2.
Rules for Radicals.
Look, I know you know this by now, you do; you cannot turn your children’s education
over to the government, especially the Federal government. It must be kept close to
you. It is time to get involved, and I know you are, but you gotta wake your neighbors
up. It is time to be active because this much I guarantee you. They certainly are, and
they have, and they have more transformation headed your way. It is imperative that

you are as actively involved in guarding the republic and your children, as they are in
trying to transform it.
What are children are being taught is evidence by what many of them wear these days:
posters that hang on their walls, I cannot emphasize how serious this is, America.
Instead of revolutionaries like Moses, or Ghandi, or Jesus, Madison, Washington,
America’s children are now taught to revere revolutionaries like Che, or Mao, or Castro.
Well, let’s take a look at who these people really are. Che, the guy on the t-shirt that all
the kids love now. He said revolution was a lot of fun, and "I feel my nostrils dialate,
savouring that acrid smell of gunpowder and blood of the enemy” – that is who your son
or daughter is having on their t-shirt. He admitted to shooting people in the back of the
head as "a matter of course”, but says he didn’t turn into a cold blooded killing machine
until Castro took over. Castro put him in charge of the La Cabana Prison where he over
saw the killings of up to 2000 people – executed without trial or due process. That’s
Che.
Oh but it gets worse. How about Fidel Castro? His firing squad murdered pregnant
women, his coast guard machine gunned mothers with children who were trying to
escape on rafts. His machine made Cuban women into the most suicidal women in the
world, tripling their revolution suicide rate. He tried to destroy NY City two times. Did you
know that? Once of course with neuclear missles. In 1962 he planned to set off 500
kilos of TNT in stores and in Grand Central Terminal on a busy shopping day. Oh, we
just love Castro now don’t we? His slogan, please listen. Please listen. His slogan was
"revolution first, elections later”. He locked up groups such as homosexuals in
concentration camps during the 1960s, subject to medical and political re-education.
Then, we have the Chairman. Chairman Mao. He sets up Chinese gulags, an empire of
slave labor camps, filled with poorly fed counter revolutionaries. In case you don’t know
what a counter revolutionary is, to someon like Chairman Mao, that would be people like
the Tea Party people. You are against the people in power. That’s a counter
revolutionary. 35.28 – To revolutionaries. He sent political opponents to reform camps,
humiliated them in struggle sections and declared the worst among the offenders should
be shot. Those campaigns took hundreds of thousands of lives, many by suicide. Mao
said, "People who try to commit suicide don’t attempt to save them! ... China is such a
populous nation. It is not as if we cannot do without a few people.” He said, "We are
prepared to sacrifice 300 million Chinese for the victory of the World Revolution”.
Scholars estimate that 16.5 to 40 million people died during the great leap famine,
which is mostly caused by the implimentation of collectivization policies that reduced
incentive and output of food. All told, Mao was responsible for well over 70 million
deaths in peace time. More than any other 20th century leader. Do you hear it? That’s
Mao.

You don’t read about these people anymore. You don’t have your children study these
people anymore. Why is that? No, no, no, we’re only teaching that these guys are cool.
Is that because there are very powerful people, very powerful people with an agenda
that worship these radicals? White House Communication’s Director Anita Dunn,
standing in front of a group of highschool students and praising him. "Two of my favorite
political philosophers, Mao Tse Tung and Mother Teresa, not often coupled with each
other, but the two people I turn to most...” Che – our kids don’t know who he is. Cold
blooded killer. Anita, the latest on the list, that now worships Mao Tse Tung. Then we
have Valerie Jarrett. Do we have the Valerie Jarrett sound please? I don’t know how
many of you guys know Van Jone.
Oohh – "This is his house apparently. Van Jones. We were so delighted to be able to
recruit him into the White House. We have been watching him for as long as he’s been
active out in Oakland, and all of the ways he has been...” Ok, stop, stop, stop..
Anytime she tells you she didn’t know who he was, you remember that. I’ve been
watching him ever since he’s been in Oakland. This man (Van Jones) is a committed
communist revolutionary. He also loves Mao. Look at how many people we have in
common with good ’ol Mao. Do you feel comfortable with people running the
government who idolize and look to this man most often?
How did we get here? I mean, I remember growing up . One of my heroes was George
Washington. They used to be our founding fathers. Now we don’t even talk about them.
We used to be explorers, and dare I say it, spiritual leaders. Kids growing up in
America. We used to admire people like Joe DiMaggio (baseball), Lou Gehrig
(baseball), but you don’t have to go back to the 40’s to remember a time the country
had a different feel to it - when communists weren’t revered, they were reviled. I have to
tell you. I’m tired, and I think you are too. We work hard all day. Our country is on fire,
the world is on fire.
We come home after fighting our day just to be able to get home in time for dinner to
spend time with our kids. Then you sit down, and you hear what our kids learned in
school that day, or the indoctrination video that they were shown, or that someone from
the administration was telling them how wonderful Mao Tse Tung was. Who hired all of
these people? Who hired them? Let’s clean up the mess. We don’t need blame, we just
need to unite. This is not who we are. We do the hard thing, we do the tough thing.
And then when we’re gone, our children will tell our grandchildren, the stories of what
we did at this time to set our country right again, and to regain our honor. And maybe,
maybe, if we’re lucky, someone in that room will say, "Wow”, where are the Americans
like that anymore? The revolutionaries we should be teaching our children to revere,

next..In a show about the history of revolutions, I think it only wise to point out the
revolutionaries who we can actually ask our children to grow up to be like.
Take a look. Let me show you a group of radicals. These are revolutionaries. They were
revolutionaries. Right to bear arms, freedom of the press, self-determination, thrift.
These guys were called traitors, dangerous, awful. This thought was unspeakable. This
was all new thought. They were revolutionaries for freedom. They fought tyranny and
gigantic government and oppression, because they thought there’s a better way. They
were willing to sacrifice their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor. They
overcame. They defeated the most powerful government on the face of the earth.
How did they do it? Did they do it through classrooms through slow indoctrination, did
they do it in the shadows, did they do it with special interest groups and unions? NO!
They took a stand. Because they believed in something. They believed in freedom.
They believed in you, and they believed in me, they believed in the freedom to
assemble, to say whatever you want, freedom to practice any religion you wish (Islam is
not a religion), without fear of the government. And they all did it without using
indoctrination.
Why? Because the truth these radicals understood, was "self-evident”. They did with
speaking with what Tamas Paine said "common sense”. They’d be proud of the Tea
Party movement. But you know they did the first Tea Party movement. Of course they
did it knowing that there’d be a need for another one, but they’d hoped there wouldn’t
be. In their wisdom the new freedom would eventually come under attack. They knew it.
It was a grand experiment. They didn’t even think it’d last 25 years. Well, they were
wrong on that. But now we come to a crossroads. It is under attack by revolutionaries of
a different kind. Still revolutionaries. Still radicals. And only one is going to be right in the
end. This group of radicals, or this group of radicals. No, these guys far out number the
last guys.
Make no mistake about it, these revolutionaries are trying to overthrow the system that
most Americans hold dear. They will tell you that I’m lying. Whatever. Do your own
homework. Listen to their own words on tape. They cannot deny what they have said.
They’ve said it on tape. We’ve play it. These are just the most recent people that we
have on tape. Expressing their disdain for the free market. Expressing their love for Mao
and Chavez, and the redistribution of wealth – it’s un-American.
So you need to choose sides because ..it can’t.. this doesn’t work guys. America is
trying to live right here. You can’t. It’s either this side or this side. And you cannot
remain neutral, because if you remain neutral, it’s gonna be locked in place by
whichever side has more desire. Final thoughts, next. America, we must be aware of
the intentions of the people who have a direct impact on shaping the course of this

nation. And we must teach our children about those who have made this country great,
not necessarily what it is today. So they can grow up and want to be more like them.
Grow up to be the highest self that they can.

